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Norwegian Oil and Gas (NOG): 

SAFE is continuously in a good dialogue with NOG, but at present there are no scheduled meetings 

between the parties. In the last meeting with NOG the meeting moderator suggested and 

concluded that no new meeting would be planned until the employer had new facts and subjects 

to be discussed. They are still in the process of making analysis concerning the need for, and 

expected impact of a rotation change to for example a 3-6 rotation, however they themselves 

see and companies report that at this point in time no difficulties are observed with crew changes, 

so the present 2-4 rotations work fine. If changes are desired, or new facts come to surface, 

SAFE and others will be invited and new rounds of meetings will take place. 

After Easter there are also expectations with regards to a few expected changes from the 

authorities concerning initiated measures. But it remains to be seen whether it will have an impact 

on our industry. 

NOG Homepage: 

On NOG's website, our newsletters are posted and often there is good information about several 

of the questions we are dealing with on a daily basis. https://norskoljeoggass.no/ 

Practice of the government's orders: 

SAFE is aware that public transport does not always comply with the requirements for distance 

between people and with crowds gathered as recommended by the government and FHI during 

these corona times. For example on board some full aircrafts, there is a mix of domestic and 

foreign citizens on their way to or from quarantine, without any kind of overview or knowledge 

of having an actual “infection” onboard. Another questionable subject is that no equal 

requirements for foreigners apply. To the same extent it is equally unknown whether individuals 

carry the corona virus infection, regardless which country they comes from. There should be 

equal rules, regardless whether or not for fear of bringing the virus into the country or to the 

workplace.   

SAFE believes that strong routines should be put in place, avoiding exposure at and/or bringing 

the virus to the workplace. This input from SAFE will be taken and presented by YS, as direct 

questions for clarification in their meetings, with the authorities.  

Easter: 

SAFE will keep the emergency response group going throughout Easter, and the normal ordinary 

working days next week. However, when no specific changes emerge or are proposed in relation 

to the corona issue, there will be no daily information coming from SAFE centrally.  

Remember! 

All SAFE members who are laid off will be exempt from paying union membership fees. 

If, as a member you are, or have been laid off, you can apply for suspended membership outlined 

on  "My Page” on www.safe.no    

https://norskoljeoggass.no/
http://www.safe.no/
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Suspended membership as a layoff is free of membership fees. You only pay 50 kr per month for 

legal insurances. Legal insurances apply to members with a residential address in Norway and 

Sweden only. 

   

Local clubs must forward updated lists to SAFE with an overview about who has been laid off, so 

that we can follow these up in a good way.    

  

Spread joy in the workplace: 

Easter greetings are being received and we share them with joy. Take some picture or send us a 

little video clip from the workplace and the crew, we'll share them with the other SAFE members. 

There are many everyday heroes in our industry, together we stand and contribute with tax 

money to the treasury which in return enables the government to contribute with crisis packages 

to our nation! Give a colleague some positive feedback and send the picture to us. 

   

Get in touch on messenger or send an email to Hilde-Marit Rysst and we will post the greetings 

on our pages. 

   

Yours sincerely 
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